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 The mechanism of descent mission performance in the determined place in research - 

Sub-Surface Telemetry has high risk in deviation of descent route with high distance 
from the determined point. In this paper,  the practical results of successful optimization 

method has been shown, which has been tried with replacement of  registration 

algorithm of deviation from rising moment of land in three dimension  instead of 
deviation recognition for controlling descent from releasing time, the algorithm of 

comeback vector in circular coordinates instead of simple comparative algorithm in 

decretive coordinates and also parachute  Ram Air  with flight route as conical 
procedure instead of circular parachute with linear descent route and finally the 

dynamic amendment of circuit, the movement of satellite in each three dimension, even 

in the case of deviation arising from wind, the possibility of fail in the above-mentioned 
mission reach to the minimum limit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The optimization of the mechanism of descent mission performance in the determined place in sub-surface 

satellites that should be raised by instruments like missile, airplane or balloon up to the special height of under 

atmosphere and after gathering safety information referred to the determined main place for it has a lot of 

importance. These satellites usually are designed for research applications – telemetry (like climatology, 

geology, topography, military and so on) and raised from different heights up to under atmosphere and release in 

direction of earth. The sub-surface satellite should fly from release place as automatic to the direction of place 

before being thrown or during operations determined for it ( for example, a place near to thrown point or near to 

land station) and descend in the nearest point to it.  

The descent in the place except the determined places could cause to losing satellite on the effect of 

probable damages (like fall in to water) or abusing from its information ( in military and espionage usage) 

(Gholami, 2010). The most important standards of evaluation of its performance of this mission are the primary 

waste of time from realizing time to the descent control starting time by parachute, the distance of descent place 

up to the determined place, average speed of descent and satellite descent duration. The goal of this optimization 

is the effort in direction of maximum decreasing of these standards except from the last one. (Zhili San, 2009) 

 

The Present Sub-Surface Satellites: 

In the present study, satellites of this mission are executed first only with reliance to finding situation 

instruments and simple comparative algorithms, temporal coordinates of satellite with its determined place 

coordinates after releasing from lift and with aid of engines connected to circular parachutes. In the manner that 

at first and before reaching to the highest point , the coordinates of descent point is given by positioning systems 

or entrance instruments or in each time before the complete descent (by telemetry instruments) to the finding 

satellite processor. This coordinates stay in its memory up to the releasing time of satellite in sky and after this 

time, upon to the design of satellite, in the short temporal courses, the temporal situation of satellite is compared 

with situation of descent point and the result of this comparison will be determiner of necessary direction, speed, 

haste in directions of X and Y for descending in the determined place. The direction of movement and fall in 
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vertical direction is considered as Z that in except of descent speed (Vd) and descent speed (ad) does not place 

so control (Rajabi- Torkian Far, 2011) 

It is worthy to mention that even though the necessary coordinates for operation of these systems around 

earth is circular coordinates and fundamentally global finding situation system like GPS also presented its 

situational information as  longitude and latitude and height from sea surface that their understanding and 

applying except to implementation in circular coordinates will not be enough precision. But, whereas the 

designers of present mechanisms of flight limitation of highest point up to descending of the sub-surface 

satellites in comparison with earth circumference is very partial. (the bounds with radius nearly 10 KM in 

comparison with earth average radius (6370 KM), therefore, they believe that it can be with a suitable 

approximant, the temporal coordinates of satellite and the coordinates of determined descent place that is 

received as  latitude and longitude and in polar system of GPS, could implement and model in a page in 

Cartesian two-dimension coordinates respectfully with longitude and latitude X and Y their equivalent and 

finally the third component  it means that the height considered also in some satellites as third dimension means 

Z, until a Cartesian three-dimension coordinates system is formed. (Figure 1)  

We can consider the satellite according to the Fig. 2 as a cylindrical in Cartesian coordinates (Ghasemi, 

2009) 

 

 
Fig. 1: Cartesian coordinates system in present mechanisms 

 

 
Fig. 2: Satellite as a cylindrical in Cartesian coordinates 

 

Here, the type of speed decreasing system was circular parachutes that was shown in figure 3 and descent 

control operation in the determined place with the moving of parachute in surface ( in direction of X and Y) 

with the aid of two small engines connected to propeller that direction of air movement  in direction of each two 

axis X and Y according to the comparison of satellite temporal coordinates difference is executed with 

coordinates of descent place is installed as vertical to each other (of course in each two engines the direction 

move in forth and back) (Newton, 2006). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Ordinary satellite with circular parachute in descending moment 
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Therefore, the difference oflongitudes of these two coordinates according to degree and minute and seconds 

will be the determiner of amount and direction of necessary movement for satellite in direction of X axis and the 

difference oflatitudes of these two coordinates according to degree and minute and seconds is determiner of the 

amount and for necessary movement for satellite in direction of Y axis. The height of Z also could apply in 

some of satellite is determiner of reminding height up to earth, that the same for speed control of turning speed 

of corrector engines. (Fig. 4) 

 
Fig. 4: Descent control system in presented mechanism 

 

If we suppose that the coordinates of a point according tolongitude with under format was presented by find 

positioning system (Degrees, Minutes and Seconds) DDD0 MM`SS.S” that the degree changed between 0 to 

180 eastern and western degree and the minute and seconds between 0 to 60 and also 10
th

seconds also in the 

case of more necessary attention between 0 to 90. This system briefly is called DMS. (Fig. 5) 

 

 
Fig. 5: Longitude in earth circular coordinates system 

 

And thelatitude also with the following format(Degrees, Minutes and Seconds) DDD0 MM`SS.S” 

That the degree changes between 0 to 90 northern and southern degree in it and the minute and seconds 

between 0 to 60 and also 10
th

 seconds also in the case of need for more attention between 0 to 90 (Fig. 6) 

 
Fig. 6: Latitude in earth circular coordinates system 
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If we show the coordinates of the determined descent point with capital letter and the temporal coordinates 

of satellite with small letter, the difference of these two coordinates forlongitude in each moment includes:  

 

X= DDD 0 – ddd 0, MM`- mm`, SS.S” –ss.s”          (1) 

 

And also this difference forlatitude in each moment includes: 

 

Y= DDD 0 – ddd 0, MM`- mm`, SS.S” –ss.s”          (2) 

 

But in practice for calculation of difference of coordinates, at first the temporallongitude and latitude of 

satellite and the determined place is received instead of receiving from DMS system from DD system (or 

Decimal Degree). The decimal degree system is similar to the Degrees, Minutes/ Seconds system (DMS) with 

the difference that its minutes and seconds were stated in the form of decimal. The coordinates have positive 

amounts in northern and eastern hemisphere and in negative amounts in western and southern hemisphere. 

Therefore, we could consider the W0106 as -106.   

The decimal degree usually applies for high speed and easy in calculation especially in navigation systems. 

For example the point 30”, 36° 37 is the coordinates of Moscow in framework of Degrees/Minutes/Seconds. For 

changing this amount to decimal degree should change the minute and second amounts to degree. For this case 

we divided the minute on 60 and seconds on 3600. The amounts of minute and second obtained in the shape of 

degree. The result will be as follows:  

 

DecDeg=DDD,MM/60,SS.S/3600=.00833°+060°+ 37°=37,60833DD        (3) 

 

This form usually exits in output of maximum finding position systems as ready and do not need to change 

it. Then, we calculate the differences of longitudes and latitudes of these two points in his system.  

X=LONGITUDE (DD)-longitude(dd) 

Y= LATITUDE(DD)-latitude (dd) 

Now, upon the positive or negative sign of this difference, the mechanism of descent control will be as 

follows:  

About the X axis, if the difference of coordinatesoflongitude was in eastern direction (or western) the 

engine of X axis should move the satellite in right direction. But if the difference of coordinates was negative, 

the above-mentioned engine should move the satellite against the previous coordinates, i.e. in left direction. For 

example, if the difference was 12 eastern minutes and negative, the engine of X axis should move the satellite in 

the west direction. The movement is executed in direction of east or west with direction change of horizontal 

engine respectfully as clockwise or left-handed screw. 

 
Fig. 7: The algorithm of X axis control in present surface satellites 

 

Also, this job is correct for latitude and Y axis. It means that, if the difference of latitude coordinates was 

positive in northern direction (or southern), the engine of y axis should move the satellite in the same direction 

north (up), but if difference of coordinates was negative, the above-mentioned engine should move the satellite 

against direction of its coordinates i.e., in bottom direction. It means that, if the difference was 9 northern 

minute and negative, the engine of y axis should move in south direction and vice versa. The movement in north 

or south was executed with vertical change direction as right-handed screw or left-handed screw.  
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Fig. 8: The algorithm of Y axis control in present surface satellites 

 

This movement command in different directions with reaching each new coordinates from finding position 

coordinates and comparison of these two coordinates by satellite processor continually is up dated and this 

process continue till finally lead to controlled descent of satellite in the determined place.  

Although this method is very simple, it has the following defects: 

- There is the probability of reaching the satellite to the earth before reaching to the descent area or vice 

versa, crossing from the mentioned area before satellite reaching to the earth because of absence of relation 

between speed factors of decent (in direction of z) with movement factors in surface ( in X and Y directions). 

- Losing considerable section from vital time of descent conduct because of delay presence from release 

moment up to beginning of descent conduct systems operational (finding position and engines) 

- Increasing moment to moment, falling point distance to the determined place in the case of observation of 

the smallest deviation angle in descent route because of nature of flight route linear. (Fig. 9) 

 

 
Fig. 9: Increasing of falling point distance up to the determined place because of the smallest angle of deviation 

 

- Careful Decrease of descent control mechanism operation with increasing of flight limitation arising from 

increasing height or increasing vertical shadow distance satellite on earth up to the determined place (William 

Bolton, 2008).  

Totally, it is considered that this mechanism could not return the satellite to the determined place well and 

although they reach to the earth healthy but presented very high risk in success of descent, instead of simply 

design and implementation. 

 

Optimization: 

For optimizing descent mission performance in the determined place, the following actions were 

considered: 

 

The registration of coordinated deviation of satellite at the beginning: 

The registration of satellite coordinates deviation from the same moment of its move away from the 

determined place and rising from the earth or from the same moment of receiving the coordinates of descent 

place during flight in three –dimension environment instead of deviation recognizing for controlling descent 

from releasing time:  

The satellite is designed in this way that, at first, before releasing and even before reaching to the high point 

by finding position or is given by received data from landing station of descent point coordinates and stored as 

coordinates of favorite area after it in each moment compare its new coordinates with the coordinates of descent 
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point and registered the amount of happened three- dimension deviation in its processor could show in each 

moment even before releasing satellite, returning route or descent to the determined place for it.     

 

Using comeback vector with circular coordinates instead of simple comparative algorithm in Cartesian 

coordinates: 

At first, it is necessary to know that here the circular coordinates ρ, ц, θ about satellite and the determined 

place respectfully includeslongitude,latitude and height from sea surface. The shape of earth has been shown in 

circular coordinates in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 10: The earth in circular coordinates 

 

This information also obtained as unprocessed through GPS but finally was given with the aid of following 

transformation till being prepared for using in comeback vector: 

Ц= longitude 

Θ= latitude  

The height from sea surface also is changed by the following change to third coordinates of circular 

coordinate system means ρ (according to meter). 

Whereas, the circular coordinates system formation axis is the earth, therefore, for obtaining ρ, it is 

necessary the height from sea surface (h) that indicates the earth`s crust surface add to the average radius of 

earth (the average radius of earth is 6370 m).  

 

Ρ= h+6370000          (4) 

 

As a result, we always have two circular coordinates during operations in a system to amount of the earth 

and its center; the present point coordinates (ρc, цc, θc) and the coordinates of favorable area (ρp, цp, θp). 

(Fig.11) 

 
Fig. 11: The coordinates of satellite and the determined place in circular coordinates system 
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Whereas, the mission of satellite was performed continually in area in the earth`s crust surface and also the 

flight`s route of descent satellite is with conical Ram Air Parachutes on surface of operation`s area and its 

analysis in circular coordinates is performed exactly, so it is better we bring the comeback vector from systems 

in center of globe to a circular system on earth`s surface, the district on operation. For this, it is necessary to 

subtract the equal to equal coordinates of these two points in each moment from each other (as the last 

coordinates from the first coordinates) until obtain a vector in circular coordinates system on earth`s surface. 

This vector is the same comeback vector that was calculated on the registered deviations. The vector that in each 

moment its beginning of determined place is for descent and its ending is present position of the satellite. (Fig. 

12) 

 

 
Fig. 12: Circular coordinates system and formation of comeback vector 

 

The coordinates of this vector means (ρv, цv, θv) obtain from the following simple calculation:  

Therefore, according to the above-mentioned issues and as a result, clause 3-1 after giving the coordinates 

of descent place to the processor of satellite and in all times of going to the highest point before releasing also, 

the comeback vector is formed in the processor of satellite and the route of descent determined for satellite 

during the first seconds after releasing satellite continue the route of descending. 

With this calculation, the comeback vector will be as follows: 

 

Comeback vector=v(ρv, цv, θv)          (5) 

 

In this vector the components ρv, цv, θv respectfully indicates the amount of vector distance of satellite 

from the determined point (far), vertical deviation of angle of satellite in relation to vertical page rectangular on 

latitude of the determined point ( usually θ`v also indicates the amount of satellite climbing in relation to 

horizon of the determined place with zero height) and finally the horizontal turning angle of satellite abounding 

vertical page on  longitude of the determined place.  

So, through having the present position of satellite and according to the above-mentioned issues , the 

comeback vector always and in each successful satellite up dating will be formed that like a string connected the 

satellite to a determined place and therefore, always pointed to the determined place.  

 

The replacement of Parachutes Ram Air with flight route as conical procedure instead of circular parachutes 

with linear descent route: 

The circular parachutes usually traverse a linear route or finally with a little curvature during descending 

and reaching to the earth earlier than parachutes ram air but as was mentioned if a route is determined for 

descending them by conducting system of descent, the smallest deviated angle is created, first, because of 

feature of being line of descending route and upon the remaining height up to the descending point, this 

deviation is more and more and second, because of high speed of descending in this parachutes and also low 

speed of conducting mechanism related to it, usually the possibility of amending route is very small. But the 

parachutes of this satellite was selected from type of parachutes ram air that it is simple and proficient and also 

it is the possibility of exact control and following up from the main system for three-dimension movement, so, 

first, the wind has a little effect on it and second, flight system is conical procedure that want to be its center the 

point of descent and third, because of its circular flight the speed of decent is lower and as a result placed the 

opportunity of more route amendment in power of the processor to have the possibility of exact control and 
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following up the main system for three-dimension movement. The apparent figure of these parachutes is shown 

in fig.13.  

 

 
Fig.13: Figure and mechanics of a Ram Air Parachutes 

 

In this parachute, a string was placed in two sides of fowl parachutes for controlling descent that first with 

pulling or releasing them could the descent speed respectfully increase and decrease and second, in the case of 

pulling this strings in each direction, the route of parachutes` flight enter to conical procedure that its center is 

the same direction of pulling. Therefore, if the right-handed strings are pulling, the route of flight of parachutes 

with amount of pulling strings to the direction of conical procedure center will be in right direction of 

parachutes. The route of conical parachutes the movement of satellite was shown from time of release up to 

descending in Fig. 14.  

 

 
Fig.14: Three-dimension procedure that place the route of movement of satellite in it 

 

Whereas, the flight output of satellite is by Ram Air Parachutes of conical route and it suppose that base of 

this conic with considering latitude and longitude is limited by ρ, so we could with suitable approximant 

according to figure 13 consider ρ as hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle that the moment height of satellite 

formed one of its angle and therefore from relations upon Ficaghores is important factor in the name of D that 

indicates linear distance shadow of satellite on earth up to the determined point according to the difference of 

circular coordinates , two points of relation 5 is calculated:  

Factor D in each moment indicates that the present descent point of satellite on the earth in the worst 

condition up to that time how much distance with the determined place. Meanwhile, this factor could introduce 

the moment radius of conical surface that this satellite by parachutes Ram air that exit in it is flying, we 

indicates this radius with fr. 

 
Fig. 15: Important factors of shadow distance and radius of circle of surface flight 
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This factor also could apply in the case of need for calculation of amount of travelled surface distance by 

satellite during flight or for calculation of speed of satellite angular movement. 

 

Dynamic amendment of satellite movement circuit even in the case of deviation arising from wind or other 

factors: 

 
 

Fig. 16: Diagram block of electronic section 
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